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We have pursued the stud of fine-grained Ca-Al-rich inclusions in order 
to identify: 1) excesses in 2xMg and their possible correlation with Al/Mg due 
to the in situ decay of 26~1; 2) the extent of isotopic fractionation effects; 
and 3) the presence of intrinsic isotopic heterogeneities not due to 
26~1 effects. 

Fine-grained pink as well as white aggregates in Allende slabs of 
diameter > 5 mm were sampled to obtain small samples (- 1 mg). These were 
inspected-and found to be free of matrix contamination. Total samples were 
analyzed by the direct loading technique (DLT, Lee et al., 1977). Due to the 
fine-grained nature of these inclusions (1-20 um grains), mineral separates 
are difficult to obtain. Samples were also dissolved and the soluble and 
insoluble (spinel + hibonite) phases were analyzed. 

The mineralogy of fine-grained inclusions consists predominantly of 
sodalite, nepheline, and Mg-spinel with minor anorthite and orthopyroxene. 
Hibonite, ilmenite, Fe-spinel, grossular, and hedenbergite are occasionally 
observed. Determination of the mineralogy of the inclusions on which Mg data 
are reported is in progress. 

Isotopic results are shown in the Table. Isotope fractionation factors 
(FMg) are calculated from the deviations of the raw measured values of 2%g/2%g 
relative to the value for normals. Based on repeat analyses of normals, the 
reproducibility in F between repeat analyses is 1.5°/00 amu-I and reflects 

Mg a small range of instrumental fractionation effects. Negative FM values 
correspond to enrichment of the lighter isotopes relative to the Reavier 
isotopes. Values for 626~g are obtained from measured ratios 26~g/ 24Mg 
relative to the normal ratio, after correction for isotopic fractionation. 
For analyses by DLT, a 1.5O/oo bias was added to 826~g due to the high 
27Al+/24~g+ during the mass spectrometer run (Lee et al. 1977). 

Most fine-grained inclusions exhibited only small excesses in 2%g 
(1-3'/00), consistent with the low Al/~g ratios typical of these inclusions. 
No distinct differences in 626~g between acid soluble and insoluble phases 
were observed. One inclusion (BG82D-I) exhibited large excesses in 626EIg 
which are correlated with high N / M ~  (Brigham et al. 1984); however, this 
relationship between excess 2 6 ~ g  and Al/Mg needs to be more precisely 
determined in order to establish the presence of in situ decay of 26Al, as 
shown for coarse-grained inclusions. The large range in 626~g exhibited by 
BG82D-I, ranging from 7.3"/00 for interior islands, rich in hedenbergite and 
grossular, to 56.1°/00 for the hibonite residue, indicates that this inclusion 
was not homogenized after the decay of 26~1. No deficits in 626~g have been 
observed for fine-grained inclusions. 

Mass-dependent fractionation factors (Table and Figure), indicate the 
presence of significant and consistently negative values for all fine-grained 
inclusions analyzed. Several inclusions exhibited extreme fractionation 
effects, ranging up to -14O/00 amu-l. There appears to be no correlation 
between the magnitude of FMg and excess 2614g.   he enrichment in the lighter 
isotopes appears to be characteristic of fine-grained inclusions. There is 
little overlap between the FMg for fine-grained inclusions and the range (R)  
shown for coarse-grained inclusions (Figure). Thus, isotopic fractionation 
factors are correlated with the type of CAI, as suggested by Niederer and 
Papanastassiou (1984). This places constraints on formation mechanisms for 
these inclusions. In particular, fine-grained inclusions cannot be the result 
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of alteration of coarse-grained inclusions without addition of significant 
amounts of "light" Mg or the loss of "heavy" Mg. Enrichment in the heavy 
isotopes is consistent with formation of coarse-grained inclusions as distil- 
lation residues. Enrichment of the fine-grained inclusions in the lighter 
isotopes may be due to kinetic processes (Niederer and Papanastassiou, 1984) 
which could lead to enrichment in the lighter isotopes in early condensates or 
in recondensates from the distillation of coarse-grained inclusions. 

Pairs of soluble and insoluble phases from the same inclusion were 
measured to see if they exhibit differences in fractionation factors. In all 
cases, the residues are somewhat lighter than the acid soluble phases. One 
inclusion (BG82D-I) exhibits large differences of ~ O / O O  between soluble and 
insoluble phases. This intrinsic isotopic heterogeneity in Mg has been 
reported also by Esat and Taylor (1984) and Rrigham et al. (1984) and requires 
that these inclusions have not been molten or they would have been homogen- 
ized. The effects seen by us could be made consistent with a late alteration 
during which some normal Mg is added to the fine grained inclusions. 
Division Contribution Number 4185 (8507). 

Table Mg Analytical Results 

27.7iO.1 
-9.3i1.0 
-6.6t1.2 
-10.6i1.0 
-11. lil -4 
-6.3f3.8 
-0.2iO.6 
-1.5iO.6 
-1.8a0.6 
-3.6iO. 6 
-1.6&1.2 
-2.7a1.0 
-3.OiO.4 
-5.6i0.8 
-6.8f1.0 
-12.2f1.2 
-14.1iO.6 

as = acid soluble part of inclusion; r = acid 
insoluble residue; t = total sample. 
Mass dependent isotope fractionation factor (in 
permil per atomic mass unit) determined from the raw 
measured 25Mg/24Mg ratios, relative to normal Mg 
(uncertainties are 20 of the distribution of sets of 
10 ratios each). 
C~xcess 26Mg in permil, after normalization for mass 
ddependent fractionation (uncertainties 2omean). 
DLT = Direct Loading Technique; Y = Yes: sample 
analyzed without chemical separation of Mg; N = no: 
Mg analyzed after chemical separation from dissolved 
sample. 
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and G.J. Wasserburg, GCA 41 (1977) 1473; F.R. Niederer 
and D.A. Papanastassiou, GCA 48 (1984) 1279. 
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Histogram of Mg isotope fractionation factors for fine grained inclusions from the Allende 
meteorite. We show analyses of acid soluble fractions(s), insoluble residues(r), and 
"total" samples(t); blank rectangles are from the work of Lee, Papanastassiou and 
Wasserburg as reviewed in Niederer and Papanastassiou (1984). FHg < 0 for all fine 
grained inclusions within the precision of the data of f 1.5'/00 am;-'. We show the range 
for coarse grained inclusions(R) and for FUN inclusions(FUN). Note that there is very 
little overlap between fine grained and coarse grained inclusions. 
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